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The following are the questions presented to the Shaykh with the corresponding
minute marker from the audio:
1. O Shaykh, may Allāh preserve your life, what is your advice on advising my
mother who once was practising Islām to the best of her ability, but then
stopped practicing? When I try to advise her she screams at me and gets angry
and tells me to worry about myself. May Allāh reward you with khayr.
[00:00:41]
2. Assalāmu ‘alaykum, my question is; Can I attend the wedding of my niece
where some men will enter the ladies’ area and where there will be male
photographers taking photographs? Jazākum Allāhu khayr.[00:05:06]
3. Assalāmu ‘alayka wa raḥahmatulāhi wa barakātu noble Shaykh, a graphic
designer who designs invitation cards or flyers for every program that is
sinful. Example, he makes an invitation card for a church program. Is his
income for that particular work ḥalāl? And is what he did, that is designing
the cards, sinful? BārakAllāhu fīka. [00:07:41]
4. As added benefit, the translator asked another question to the Shaykh. How
about, Yā Shaykh, a believer has been given a choice between two different
jobs per say, one that doesn’t pay as much, may suffice him, but it gives him
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the chance to be as close to his brothers and be in the masjid as much as he
could and the other will pay him more, but will require him to travel far
away from the masjid and being far from his brothers and the classes and so
on? [00:20:05]
5. This is a sister. I hope to get married to protect my private parts, even
though my father may reject and I intend to marry a student of knowledge.
This is a great aspiration of mine that would greatly benefit me in honouring
the husband, as I believe it would grant me great ease and comfort in my
Religion and so my respect and love for him would greatly increase.
However, my father may be in opposition to this also. Also must I
compromise this condition in order to please my father for the sake of my
Lord, the All Mighty, the All Wise. What is the most pleasing action to my
Lord in this regard? [00:24:55]
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